Volleyball/Carnival Games
by Rhonda Ripperger and Doug Siegal
Note: This lesson is a continuation of the Volleyball/Marshmallow Launcher integrated lesson plan.
Those lessons should be completed before these lessons are started.

Big Idea for Physical Education

Big Idea for Science

Movement Competency

Forces and Changes in Motion

Standards
SC.5.P.13.2: Investigate and describe that the greater the force applied to it, the greater the change in
motion of a given object.
PE.5.M.1.2: Approach and strike a moving object with body parts so that the object travels in the intended
direction at the desired height using correct technique.

Learning Goals for integrated lesson plan
The student will
● investigate the effects of using different amounts of force.
● describe how forces can create change in motion.
● use a volleyball and relate how force can change the velocity of the ball when it is hit.

Vocabulary common to both disciplines
●
●
●
●
●
●

approach
strike
intended direction (away from you)
pass
bump
balance

●
●
●
●
●
●

power
force
gravity
friction
motion
mass

Ideas for data collection in PE for use in science classroom
●
●

For the Elaborate portion of this lesson, the same target from the Physical Education lesson can be
used for the Carnival Game Engineering Design Challenge.
Upon completion of the 3-zone scoring assessment task, students will review their self-rated score
from the rubric from lesson one, compare their task completion score of the 3-zone target
assessment sheet with their rubric score, and support their decision of their self assessment rubric
score with their final performance score.

Summary of Physical Education Activity

Summary of Science Investigation

Students will work in groups of 3 to practice bumping
or passing a moving volleyball in a predetermined
direction using correct technique, while
experimenting with different levels of force to learn
how various change in force can affect the distance
or direction an object will travel.

This lesson will address the Explain and Elaborate
portions of the 5E model. Students will work in pairs
as they rotate through stations observing and
describing forces that might be acting on objects.
They will learn how various changes in force change
the distance or direction an object will travel.
Students will then design a carnival game in an
engineering design challenge.
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Assessment Tools

Assessment Tools

After practice, students will perform the scoring task
and score and assess their performance on the
scoring sheet.

●
●
●

Science Stations Student Lab Sheet
Student-generated Concept Maps
Engineering Design Challenge Sheet and
Rubric.

3 Zone Scoring Target Assessment Sheet Lesson 2
Center White Circle - 3 Points
Inner Orange Circle - 2 Points
Outer Green Circle - 1 point

Picture taken by D. Siegal

Integrated Assessment
During the PE lesson and the Science Station lessons, the teacher will observe if the student can describe
how the greater the force applied to the ball (an object), the greater the distance it will travel. Students
should use correct terminology when describing how various forces produces change in motion such as if I
strike the object harder it will travel further or higher above my head. Students will use a 3-zone scoring
assessment sheet while performing the skill in PE class. Students add scores and analyze outcomes.

Physical Education: Volleyball, Part 2
Duration of Lesson
Day 1 - (Preschedule the lesson for the day before the science teacher begins the Science Stations lesson) Two different lessons over two different class meetings - each lesson is 40 minutes in length from beginning
warm-up/introduction to ending cool down/assessment procedures.

Setup/Materials
●
●
●

general space for 3 people to practice
one volleyball for every 3 people
1, 2, or 3 scoring zones for scoring assessment procedure (see image in Assessment section)
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Procedure
Instant Activity: Quicktag - Same as in Volleyball/Marshmallow Launcher lesson
Practice: 5 minutes of practice from Volleyball/Marshmallow Launcher lesson with partner toss/bump/pass.
Skill Cues for passing a volleyball with force: Ready position, move to position, contact point, extend to
target.
Activity: 3 - Zone Scoring - 3 students (the tosser, the bumper/passer, and the scorekeeper/ball getter) will
bump/pass a tossed volleyball towards a 3-zone scoring target area from a set distance. Using force, aim,
and a desired height, the passer will attempt to pass the ball towards the scoring zone to score points. The
bumper/passer will get 5 attempts to score as many points as possible and record the scores on the
assessment sheet. Rotate partners between all three positions as time allows.
Closure: Explain how using different levels of force affected the distance that the ball traveled.
Differentiation: For the advanced players, have students bump/pass the ball over a net. Use a multi-leveled
volleyball net as needed.

Science Investigation: Carnival Games
Duration of Lesson
Day 2 and Day 3 - Science Stations (Explain Activity after Physical Education lesson)
Science Station lesson can be spread over two to three different class meetings depending on how students
rotate through stations, number of students in the class, and access to technology.

Setup/Materials
Materials for Science Stations:
● Station Activity Cards (attached)
● Student Lab Recording Sheet - Lesson 2 (attached)
● Concept Map Sorting Cards (attached) - teachers should pre-cut cards to help with management of
materials and time spent creating Concept Map
● Science Stations Student Lab Sheet (attached)
● sticky notes for Concept Map Station
● computer and internet access (if not available, teachers can do these portions whole group)
● copies of ReadWorks article: “Amusement Park Motion“ (see Teacher Note, below)
Materials for Carnival Games Elaboration:
● safety goggles
● variety of recycled/ consumable materials (see Teacher Note)
● masking tape
● glue (if using hot glue guns, make sure the teacher is supervising for safety)
● meter tape/rulers
● optional: markers, paint, and paint brushes for decorating
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Teacher Note
To access the ReadWorks Article: “Amusement Park Motion,” teachers will need to create a free
ReadWorks account to access and print the article for students. The link is:
https://www.readworks.org/article/Amusement-Park-Motion/d1f5dae8-7d28-4f11-9239-1489cb082f78#!article
Tab:content/
Carnival Games Elaboration: Several weeks before teaching this lesson, ask parents/students to collect an
assortment of recycled/consumable materials: cardboard and paper boxes in a variety of sizes (shoe boxes,
tissue boxes, and cereal boxes, etc.), plastic spoons, large craft sticks, popsicle sticks, various sizes of
rubber bands (small, large, wide), small plastic or paper cups, plastic bottle caps, plastic bottles, spray
bottles (to replace plastic toy guns), pool noodles (for rolling type games), cardboard cylinder containers,
large pieces of cardboard, paint stirrers, paper towel and toilet paper rolls, string/yarn, ping pong balls,
marbles, cardstock, etc. The amount of time spent on the lesson and constraints (amount of materials,
height, time planning/building, etc.) can vary depending on teacher preferences and the amount of time they
have in their schedules for science instruction. The suggested amount of time for this part of the lesson
would be 4 to 5 days. A school-wide “carnival” could be held the following week.

Safety
A student could use a rubber band to launch material across an area. Teachers should discuss with students
the need to be aware of their surroundings when testing, especially in a small area. Safety glasses should be
worn to protect students’ eyes from projectiles. If teachers choose to use hot glue, only teachers should use
the glue gun.

Procedure
Explain
Science Stations: Students will rotate through five different Science Stations that explain force and motion.
Use attached Science Station Activity Cards for each station and Science Stations Student Lab Sheet.
Teacher Note: If possible, have two set-ups of the Read It, Watch It, Research It Stations for the first day and
multiple stations of the Write It and Organize It Stations for the second day. This provides students with more
background knowledge to complete the concept map and short response activities. Teachers should be
close to the Organize It station to help facilitate student thinking.
Station 1- Reading About Force and Motion - ReadWorks Article; Amusement Park Motion
https://www.readworks.org/article/Amusement-Park-Motion/d1f5dae8-7d28-4f11-9239-1489cb082f78#!article
Tab:content/
Instruct students to read the article and use text coding strategies to help with comprehension. Some
suggestions:
● + for a push
● - for a pull
● ? for wonderings
● * for interesting information
● highlight examples of a pull in one color and examples of a push in another color
After reading and text-coding the article, students should complete this section on the Science Stations
Student Lab Sheet.
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Station 2- Videos of Force and Motion
Teacher Note: The Michael Jordan video link was generated with Safe YouTube. There are no
advertisements.
● https://safeYouTube.net/w/2UHn (Michael Jordan)
● https://www.pbs.org/video/force-and-motion-video-short-uncbrq/ (Force and Motion/ Science Trek)
● http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/forces-and-motion/force-and-motion.htm
Teachers should bookmark the video links or have the videos loaded on the computers in this station prior to
students use. Instruct students to follow the directions on the Station Activity Card. Students should complete
this section on the Science Stations Student Lab Sheet.
Station 3- Researching Force and Motion- Teachers should have the DK Find Out website,
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/science/forces-and-motion/ bookmarked or loaded on the computers in this
station prior to students rotating. Instruct students to read about Force and Motion, then click on the “What is
a Force” icon of the foot kicking the football. They should read this section. If time permits, have students
read “Understanding Motion” by clicking on the car icon. Students should complete this section on the
Science Stations Student Lab Sheet. Students can then explore other areas of the DK Find Out Force and
Motion page as time permits.
Station 4- Organize Your Thinking- Use the attached card sort activity to create a Concept Map (examples
included). Students can use sticky notes to help with organizing or adding a term they feel is missing. If
students have access to computers with cameras they can take a photograph of their Concept Map and post
to a bulletin board site such as Padlet (teachers would need to create this prior to the lesson and provide
students with the link). If students do not have access to a computer, teachers can have students work with
their partner to paste their Concept Map on a large piece of paper. To save time and manage materials,
teachers should pre-cut the card sort activity cards and store in small plastic bags for students to use as they
rotate through stations. See student examples in attachment.
Station 5- Write About Force and Motion- Angry Birds
http://freeangrybirdsgame.org/play/angry_birds_online.html
Teachers should bookmark or have the Angry Birds website loaded on the computers in this station prior to
students rotating. Instruct students to play the Angry Birds Game. Students should complete the short written
response in the section on the Science Stations Student Lab Sheet.
Elaborate: Engineering Design Challenge/Force and Motion Carnival
Part 1
Students will design and test “Carnival Games” that focus on the force and motion, specifically the greater
the force applied to an object, the greater the change in motion of a given object.
Guiding Question: How does applying a force affect the way an object moves?
1. Introduce Design Challenge Scenario:
“Come one, come all! Fun for all ages! The carnival is coming to town (our school). Your principal has
challenged your class to build a fun, yet challenging carnival game to entertain the masses. Work with your
partner to design a carnival game that uses force and motion. Your game should incorporate what you have
learned about the relationship between the amount of force applied to an object and the distance it travels.”
2. Discuss with students the types of materials that can be used, safety concerns, and constraints
(amount of materials, height, time planning/ building, etc.) of challenge. Review the rubric with
students, so they understand how their team project will be scored.
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3. Explain each part of the Engineering Design Challenge Process and refer to graphic as needed.
“The first part of the process is “Identify the Problem”, this is the phase we are in now. At this part of the
process engineers identify the problem and any constraints (time, materials) they need to consider when
developing their solution.”
4. Ask, students to define the problem and constraints with their partners and record on their Design
Planning Sheet. Have several groups share the wording of their problems and any constraints that
have been discussed for the whole group. Teacher Note: It is beneficial to create an anchor chart
or graphic to refer to during the lesson with the Engineering Design Process and constraints.
“The next step in the process is “Brainstorm Solutions”. Engineers draw a sketch or diagram of their
solutions before building. This helps them save time and money in the real-world. When you draw your
solution be sure to label the parts of your design, as well as the types of materials you will use.”
5. Show the following video to help spark ideas for carnival type games
(https://safeYouTube.net/w/C5Ro), or have a discussion about types of games students have played
at a carnival. Teachers should record student ideas on an anchor chart to help with their design.
Ask probing questions such as:
● What types of games use force and motion?
● What object(s) is the force(s) being applied to?
● How will the amount of force a player uses help them be successful in the game?
● How does the force of gravity play a role in the design of carnival type games?
● How does throwing an object change the way it moves compared to hitting an object with your body
or other instrument?
● What factors do players need to consider for accuracy? (distance, mass of objects, etc.) Explain
why.
P
 art 2
1. “The next step in the process is to select a design. You and your partner(s) may have created
different designs and you can work together to choose the best parts of each solution to build your
“Carnival Game” or choose the best design. Later in the process, you will have a chance to redesign,
so this is not your final product.”
2. “Work with you partner to build your design. Please follow the instructions for gathering materials.
Remember the constraints, time and types/amount of materials.
P
 art 3
1. “Today you will test and evaluate the effectiveness of your design. Ask two other groups to play your
game and complete the feedback section on your Design Planning Sheet. Then collaborate with your
team to optimize (improve) your game. After you redesign, ask one other team to play your game.
2. “The final step in the process is to share your solution and results with your class. We will do this
during our “Carnival” (teachers could invite other classes to come and play your students games).
Include how your Carnival Game originally performed, the improvements you made after the initial
test, and anything you would change (did other designs work better, did your team come up with
another solution…etc.).”
Sharing is a critical part of the process and should not be skipped. Sharing and presenting offers students an
opportunity to reflect on their learning and how they can improve.
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Name

Trial 1

Volleyball Scoring Sheet
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 4

Trial 5

Total

Rubric

Score

5

4

3

2

1

Task Score

Total
Points

12-15

9-12

6-9

3-6

0-3
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Concept Map Sorting Cards
Dribbling a basketball on the
concrete

A soccer ball in the grass

Bouncing a ball while playing four
square

Hitting a balloon in the air to keep
it off the ground

A basketball falling through the
basketball net

Passing a basketball to another
player

Kicking a soccer ball into the goal

A football balanced on a tee

A volleyball bumped/ passed
across the net with your fingertips

Throwing a football to another
player

Striking a volleyball with your
forearm

A player holding a volleyball in
their hand

Force

Mass

Push

Pull

Gravity

Motion
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Concept Map Examples

Concept Maps help students build better understanding. They are also a glimpse into our students’ thinking.
Making thinking visible provides teachers with an opportunity to see student misconceptions, how students
organize relationships between terms, connections they create with prior knowledge, as well as a chance to
formatively assess learning.
All images taken by Rhonda Ripperger.
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Name:
Science Stations Student Lab Sheet
Station 1- Reading about Force and Motion
ReadWorks Article- Amusement Park Motion
Directions: You will read the article twice at this station. Read the article silently the first time. As you are
reading, circle any words you are unfamiliar with. Discuss the words with your partner when you finish.
Decide how you would like to text code the information in the text. Read the text a second time aloud with
your partner, stopping to text-code. Complete the task below:
1. Draw an illustration of one of the examples of applied forces from the article.
2. Label forces (push, pull, gravity, friction).
3. Label where the forces are increasing or decreasing.

Station 2- Videos about Force and Motion
Task 1- Watch the video of Michael Jordan dunking. Where does the force come from that enables him to
appear to “fly” through the air? What factors enable Michael Jordan to get the height needed to dunk the
basketball?

Task 2- Watch the PBS Science Trek video on forces and motion, then answer the following questions:
1. The little girl can push the toy train and make it move, but when she pulls on the real train engine, it
does not move. Why? How does the amount of force affect how the train moves?

2. Use the information in the video to complete the sentences below.
A force is a ________ or a __________. A force is a ___________ in ___________. Gravity
_________ you down. ____________ make things move. The _________ the force or the
__________ the object, the ___________ the ___________.
3. Which of the following is an example of a pull f rom the video?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The bumper cars bouncing off each other.
The space shuttle lifting off.
The girl sliding down the water slide.
The flags blowing in the breeze.
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If time permits, once you complete this section, watch the Study Jams! Video on Force and Motion and
complete the quiz when you are done. Record your answers to the quiz below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Station 3- Research Force and Motion
After reading the sections on the DK Kids website, use the 3-2-1 Strategy to record new information you
learned.
In the bottom section of the triangle, record three pieces of information you learned:
In the middle section, record two questions you still have.
In the the top section, describe one way the information you learned can be applied to your everyday life.

After you complete this section, continue researching other portions of the website until your teacher
instructs you and your partner to move. Record any new information you found interesting below.
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Station 4- Organize Your Thinking
Follow the directions on the Organize Your Thinking Station Card for this section. Be prepared to share how
you organized your information and justify your choices. Use the extra sticky notes to draw arrows, add
terms you may feel were missing, or be as creative as you and your partner want. Again, you will be asked to
justify your decisions and explain your thinking.

Station 5- Writing about Force and Motion
Task 1- Play the Angry Birds game with your partner. Take turns and discuss the best strategies. Record
two problems you and your partner had and two strategies you used to overcome any obstacles.

Task 2- After playing the game and reflecting on your performance, answer the following short response:
Explain how using different amounts of force on the slingshot changes the way the birds fly through the air.
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Name:
Carnival Game Planning Sheet
Identify the Problem-

Brainstorm Possible SolutionsMake sure you include list of materials needed, labels for your diagram, and indicate where force and motion
are taking place in your plan.

Design and Build your PrototypeRecord any challenges or roadblocks your team faces as you are building your design.
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Test PrototypeAsk two other groups to play your game and complete the feedback section on your Design Planning Sheet.
Then collaborate with your team to optimize (improve) your game. After you redesign, ask one other team to
play your game. Record feedback below. Include a drawing of your redesign, label where you made changes
from your original design.

Share Your Results/ Final PresentationInclude how your Carnival Game originally performed, the improvements you made after the initial test and
peer feedback, and anything you would change (did other designs work better, did your team come up with
another solution…etc.).”
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